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What is the Big Bang? 

 
We don’t think our universe has been here forever. Just as people are born and change as they grow, 

we believe our universe began in an unimaginably small, dense, hot soup of exotic particles and high 

energy light around 13.7 billion years ago. Following its birth, it began to expand and it's been getting 

bigger ever since, stretching the very fabric of space itself. As the size of the universe increased the 

intense heat spread out and the temperature of the universe fell. The particles of the cosmic soup lost 

energy and many of them disappeared forever. Those that were left cooled further and eventually 

combined to form simple gases. Everything we see around us, the stars, planets and people, formed 

from this gas. This is the Big Bang theory in a nutshell. 

 

There are three main pieces of evidence for the Big Bang: 

 

1. It was Edwin Hubble in the 1920s who found that galaxies far from our own Milky Way are moving 

away from us. Using one of the best telescopes of the time, the Hooker Telescope at the Mt. Wilson 

Observatory, Hubble noticed that the light from these galaxies appeared redder than it would be if they 

were stationary. The light from objects moving at very high speed changes colour, just as the sound 

from a moving ambulance siren changes pitch. The visible light from an object moving away from us 

gets ‘stretched out’, increasing its wavelength and making the light appear redder to our eyes. This 

‘redshift’ in wavelength is related to the speed at which the body moves; the faster it recedes from view, 

the redder the light we see. 

 

Hubble had discovered that the light from distant galaxies was redshifted and that the ‘redshift’ in the 

wavelength of the observed light increased as the distance to the galaxies increased. Every distant 

galaxy we look at is moving away from our galaxy and the more distant galaxies are moving away at a 

greater rate. It's like our galaxy is at the centre of a giant explosion. This is puzzling as we appear to 

have a special place in the universe with a unique view. We are at the centre of something, our galaxy is 

special. But we know that our galaxy is one of many billions of galaxies in the universe. Our galaxy is not 

special, so why should we appear to have a special view of things? 
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The answer is provided by the basic assumption in our theory of the universe that nobody has a special 

view. If we could travel to any other galaxy and look out, we would see the rest of the universe rushing 

away from us in our new location. Cosmologists call this assumption the Copernican Principle. The only 

way we can explain the observation that the distance between every galaxy in the universe is increasing 

is by the fact that we are living in a universe that is slowly stretching apart with everything in it. 

 

Observations tell us our universe is getting bigger. If something is getting bigger, then in the past it must 

have been smaller. Even though the universe we can see today is enormous, if we imagine travelling 

back in time far enough the observable universe must have been really small, concentrated into a single 

point. 

 

 

2. Even though our universe is now vast and cool, if it began in a very hot soup of particles and high 

energy light we should still be able to detect the effects of the flash of light from the Big Bang. As the 

universe expanded, the light would be stretched out, losing energy as it slides down the electromagnetic 

spectrum through visible wavelengths and into the microwave region
1
. 

 

Two American scientists, Arnold Penzias and Robert Wilson, detected this afterglow more than forty 

years ago. The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) bathes the Earth from all directions in space. It is 

highly isotropic and can be detected at any time of day or year.   

 

You have a CMB detector in your home. Around five percent of the ‘snow’ on the screen of a TV not 

correctly tuned into a channel is caused by the remnant light from the Big Bang, so don’t tell me there’s 

nothing worth watching on the TV. Just go off channel and you are tuned in to the birth of the universe! 

 

 

3. The Big Bang theory tells us that roughly three minutes after it began our universe consisted of 

essentially two gases - Hydrogen and Helium. The theory even gives us a recipe. It tells us that to make 

                                                
1
 See the answer to the question ‘What’s the speed of dark?’ 
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a universe that looks like ours you need roughly three parts Hydrogen to one part Helium. When we look 

out into the early universe, or examine the contents of stars, we find this mix of gases. 

 

The amazing thing is that these observations are completely independent and the Big Bang is the only 

mechanism that can explain them all. We can start with a simple mix of gases in the very early universe 

and the laws of physics allow us to explain where all the other elements that the stars, the planets and 

our bodies contain came from. 

 

All our current observations support the idea that our universe was born in a Big Bang around 13.7 

billion years ago. But all the theories we have can only take us back to 

0.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 seconds after its birth. The Big Bang itself 

violates the known laws of physics. We do not understand how the universe came to exist, yet. 


